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Kauser International Introduces New Kelda 6.5mm Fisheye Lens for Creative
Photography Effects

Kauser International is introducing a new fisheye lens to their product line this month. Kelda
6.5 fisheye lenses provide a unique, affordable method for dramatic photography.

London, UK (PRWEB UK) 18 December 2014 -- Kauser International, provider of affordable camera and
photography accessories and equipment, today announces that the new Kelda 6.5mm f3.5 fisheye lens is now
available in the online shop. The Kelda fisheye lens is a fantastic and affordable addition to any photographer’s
toolkit, and provides the opportunity for dramatic, eye-catching shots impossible with any other lens.

Fisheye lenses use ultra-wide angles that provide distorted images, creating panoramic views while distorting
lines of perspective. Typical uses of fisheye lenses include wide panoramic shots and close-up subjects with
strong, artistic distortion. The Kelda fisheye lens conforms to APS-C (1:1.5x) digital imaging format, and has a
6.5mm focal length and a 180° angle of view.

The fisheye lens allows photographers to create images with a perspective unavailable to the naked human eye.
Many photographers use fisheye lenses for dramatic action shots, as they can get very close to the subject while
using the wide angle to capture the surrounding environment. Other uses include panoramic scenery photos,
extreme close-up shots, and even portraiture. The Kelda lens can add a dramatic or creative flair, which
traditional lenses do not provide, to photos.

“The 6.5 Kelda fisheye is a really great little lens for both quirky and panoramic shots,” says Blake Bennett,
Product Manager at Kauser International. “It adds a dramatic flair that you don’t get with traditional lenses, and
the applications are really only limited to the imagination of the photographer.”

The 6.5mm f3.5 Aspherical Circular Ultra Fish-eye Lens is for APS-C format DSLR cameras. It provides
unique perspectives and distortions on images, and the extremely close shooting distance allows the ability to
take extreme close-ups. The lens is manufactured by KAILI Optronics, a boutique Chinese manufacturer
specializing in DSLR photo optics. Kauser International is the exclusive distributor of KELDA lenses in the
UK.

For more information on the KELDA Lens and other photography accessories, visit Kauser International here:
http://kauserinternational.com/

About Kauser International

Kauser International Trading Ltd was registered on 16th December, 1996 as an Export arm of Bush &amp;
Meissner Ltd. but over the years their activities have fused into the one entity – KAUSER. The export side of
the Company deals with a wide variety of products generally requested by our overseas clients. They are not
necessarily photographic.

For more information about Kauser International, visit their website here: http://kauserinternational.com/
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Changchun Kaili Optronics Co.Ltd, established in 2006 is an all-round enterprise designing and manufacturing
IR thermal imaging systems, digital camera lenses and other imaging and optoelectronics products besides car
video reversing video systems. It employs over a 1,000 people and has an annual turnover of US $100m.
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Contact Information
Hussein Kamruddin
Kauser International Trading Ltd
http://kauserinternational.com/
+44 1727 874088

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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